Eastern Counties CC – 11/07/15
Mrs Di Brown

My sincere thanks to Audrey for the invitation to judge again this year. Thanks also
goes to Daniella Allen for her stewarding expertise and very good company.
A.C. GD CH Oriental Male Adult.
IMP – Denyer’S GD CH TOGAHAR KINDAPOSH THOMAS (OSH o) M
19/04/13. A strong masculine boy of very good type and style. Strong medium length
wedge with very good width to top of head, ears large and wide at the base, set to
balance. Oriental eye shape and set with mid green colour. Straight profile with firm
chin that lines up with the nose tip, bite level. Long muscular body with long strong
limbs and long whip tail to balance. Rich warm-toned cinnamon coat, a touch
unsound along with a little ghost spotting on the lower sides today, coat short and
very close lying with excellent texture. Not happy but handled well nevertheless.
Excellently presented.
R – Hirst’s GD CH TOGHAR YANKEE DOODLE DANDY (OSH b) M
04/05/14. A very attractive young male with some excellent qualities, just lost out on
maturity on the day. Overall type is very good with a well balanced medium length
wedge, which is still marginally effeminate looking, ears large and set to balance.
Oriental eye shape and set and it pleases me to see a Havana with the correct vivid
green eye colour. Straight profile firm chin and level bite. Long muscular and
deceptively weighty body with long elegant limbs and long whip tail to balance.
Warm-toned Havana brown coat, still has some ghosting to sides and is marginally
unsound today, coat length texture and overall condition excellent. Very sweet
tempered and easy to handle. Excellently presented.
Red Self Adult
BOB – Abidin’s CH WILLOWOOD JASER CARROT (BRI d) M 14/04/14. A
well developed boy for 14 months with good British type. Strong round head with
full cheeks and rounded muzzle, nice broad skull and neat small ears set to follow the
contours of the head. Rounded forehead and short nose, firm chin, bite level but a
touch sore looking today. Good open expression to eyes of mid copper colour.
Weighty and substantial body with good breadth to chest, short strong limbs and
medium length tail with rounded tip to balance. Rich mid red coat colour with some
fairly distinct pattern evident, good coat given the time of year, short dense and with a
hint of crispness to it. Excellent to handle and excellently presented.
also considered – Chance’s CH CHARMODEN SIMPLYMEEKA (BRI d) F
09/03/13. An attractive queen of very good type. Round head with neat cheeks and
good width to skull, ears marginally tall but set well. Lovely expression to eyes of
rich copper colour. Rounded forehead with short nose, firm chin and level bite, has a
tendency to puff out her whisker pads and square off her muzzle a touch. Body of
medium length and could be a touch cobbier but nice and weighty, short limbs and
medium length tail. Super rich red coat colour, showing underlying spotted pattern,

coat a touch long, soft in texture and could be denser but I appreciate that the summer
is not the ideal time for a British coat. Very sweet tempered and easy to handle,
excellently presented,
Tipped Adult
CC & BOB – Binton’s JERAZ LITTLE SNOW BEAR (BRI n 12) M 20/06/14.
An attractive young male with overall good British type but very immature at the
moment. Rounded head with fairly full cheeks, has good width to his skull and
medium size ears set well. Rounded forehead, short nose with brick red nose leather
outlined in black, firm chin and level bite, well rounded muzzle. Very good
expression to eyes that were open and nicely rounded, two tone bright green in colour.
Rangy adolescent body with weight appropriate for size, short limbs and medium
length tail. Tipping to coat fairly even but still quite heavy at the moment, but he still
has time for it to improve, coat a little long and could be denser but is reasonably
crisp in texture. CC perhaps a touch generous but I feel he has potential. Excellent
temperament and presentation.
A.C. Colourpointed Adult
CC & BOB – Cain’s CHUBBEMEUP TWIX HAPPY (BRI bs 21 33) F 09/09/14.
A young queen of overall good type with maturity in keeping with age. Round head
with neat cheeks, ears medium in size with good width between, marginally square
in the muzzle, nose short and neat with firm chin and level bite. Round eyes open and
expressive with clear blue colour. Medium length body adolescent rangy as yet but
good for weight and substance, short limbs and tail with rounded tip to balance.
Tabby markings to points, typically for a silver cat, are dark and cold in tone, tickedbased pattern by the look of it with narrow bracelets to limbs and rings to tail, well
defined “m” to brow with light tabby tracings to cheeks. Coat almost unshaded, a
touch long but reasonably dense and has some crispness of texture. Very sweet
tempered, excellently presented.
AO.C. Silver Tabby Kitten
1st & BOB – Kidd’s KRESTA BLUEBELL (BRI as 22) 25/02/15. This kitten is
beautifully grown for 4 and a half months and promising for type. Nicely rounded
head with dear little cheeks, but showing a teething pinch to muzzle today, ears fairly
small and well set, well rounded forehead and short neat nose, strong chin and level
bite. Round eyes, colour still developing, there is some orange there but she still has a
green inner ring at present. Weighty little body, a little bit long at the moment, short
quite dainty limbs and paws, medium length tail. Pretty mid blue tabby pattern with
well defined butterfly, has her three spine lines although central one is a little
indistinct, oysters large complete and nicely rounded with pale silver ground just
minimally brindled. She does currently have some tarnishing to her muzzle and
forepaws but hopefully this will improve as she grows. Soft fine kitten coat at present.
Lovely temperament and condition excellently presented.
Havana Adult
BOB - Hirst’s GD CH TOGHAR YANKEE DOODLE DANDY (OSH b) M
04/05/14

Lilac Point Siamese Adult Male
BOB – Jackson-Lee’s CH NIGHTQUEEN MANTRA (SIA c) M 19/02/14. A
strong and handsome male of very good type. Super head with a broad top line and
very large wide based ears excellently set, although he does tend to hold low a times.
Very strong profile with “fat” nose, deep chin lines up and the bite is level. Oriental
eyes marginally deep set and with a hint of a “look”, colour mid blue. Wonderful
muscle tone to his long strong body, long strong boned limbs and tapered tail to
almost balance. Darker lilac points with the merest hint of pink, looked better out of
his pen, magnolia coat with some light tonal shading to his flanks, coat length good,
marginally soft in texture but manages to lie close to body. Handled really well and
was excellently presented
Lilac Point Siamese Adult Female
CC – Withers’s NIGHTQUEEN NIRVANA (SIA c) F 17/09/14. A neat and overall
well balanced young queen. Medium length wedge with good top of head, ears large
and very well set. Oriental eye shape and set with mid blue colour. Profile almost
straight, chin firm and bite level. Long slender but weighty body, long elegant limbs
and neat spoon paws, tapered tail needs an inch to balance. Darker lilac point with a
hint of pink, pale and unshaded magnolia coat that is good for length but quite soft
and fine in texture. Excellent temperament and presentation.
Tabby Point Siamese Adult Male
BOB – Hargan’s CH JAKURTZZI THE APPRENTICE (SIA m 21) M 25/11/13.
A stylish and masculine boy. Strong head with excellent top line and large flared ears
set wide. Straight strong profile with firm chin and level bite. Snooty expression to
eyes of mid blue. Long well muscled body and long limbs, however tail rather short
and needs at least two inches to balance. Dark blue-based caramel tabby points with
some brownish overtone to base of ears and to multi tail rings, he is beginning to
“hood” over his skull but still has sufficient contrast, off-white coat heavily shaded to
tone with his points, coat nice and short but soft and fine in texture. An easy chap to
handle and excellently presented.
Tabby Point Siamese Adult Female.
CC – Wroe’s COSITA SUSHI LATANYA (SIA a 21) F 22/09/14. A dainty
looking young queen who is deceptively weighty and substantial, of good type and
style. Medium length wedge with good width to top, ears nicely open at the base, in
proportion to the head and well set. Straight profile, good firm chin and level bite.
Expressive eyes of a medium blue that could ideally be a touch more brilliant in tone.
Long slender but weighty body, long dainty limbs, tapered tail needs an inch to
balance. Darker cool-toned blue tabby points, well defined scarab, minimal thumb
prints to ears, paler bracelets and well ringed tail. Body lightly shaded overall in
fawn-ish blue, some glacial tone to tummy and chest, coat short and close with very
good texture. Excellent to handle and excellently presented.
Tortie Point Siamese Adult
CC & BOB – Hargan’s JAKURTZZI ENCHANTED (SIA k) F 22/05/14. A
stylish lady of very good type. Head medium in length with good width to top line,
ears well flared and set to balance. Oriental eye shape and set to eyes with good
expression, colour could ideally be deeper. Straight strong profile, firm chin and level
bite. Long slender and well toned body with long elegant limbs, tail well tapered but

needs an inch. Attractive caramel tortie points, plentifully mingled on all points in
paler apricot, paw pads and nose leather purple. Medium muddy toned shading to
off-white body, coat quite short but rather soft and fine in texture. Excellent
temperament and presentation.
Cinnamon Point Siamese Neuter
PC & BOB – Derrick’s NIGHTQUEEN SPICE OF LIFE (SIA o) MN17/09/14.
An attractive male neuter of very good type, with maturity in keeping with age.
Strong medium length wedge with broad top line and very large wide based ears he
tends to flatten and hold low. Slight dip to profile, good chin and bite. Good shape
and set to eyes, colour mid blue. Long firm toned and weighty body, long limbs and
balancing tail. Super points colour, a rich spicy cinnamon colour that almost match in
intensity of tone on all points, minimal pale cinnamon shading to body. Coat good for
length but soft and fine in texture. Very tense bless him but handled okay. Excellently
presented.
END OF REPORT

